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1. DRAFT REPORT О? THE FOURTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 
(Document ЕВ4/44? Part IV) 

The CHAIRMAN invited observations» item by item, on Part IV of the 
• 一 

draft report of the Board (document EB4/44). 

Decision? There being no observations^ the draft report 
was adoptedо 

2. GENERAL PROGRAMME OF WORK FOR A'SPECIFIC PERIODS 工ТЕМ 12 OF 
THE AGENDA (Document EB4/51 Add

0
l) 

The CHAIRMAN submitted his draft resolution in regard to a general 

programme of work covering a specific period (document EB4/51 Add,l)„ 

Following the acceptance of a proposal by Dr
e
Stampar that the date 

in the resolution should be changed from 1 to 15 October 1949^ the 

CHAIRMAN stressed the fact that that date would be the absolute time-

limit for the receiving of members
1

 views on the subject，if the 

Secretariat were to be in a position to prepare the relevant document 

for submission to the following session of the Board。 

Decisions The draft resolution in document EB4/51 Add
0
l

3 

as amended by Dr
0
 Stampar， was adopted

0 

Dr
e
 HYDE recalled that, at a previous meetings the Director^General 

had made a reference to the resolution adopted by the Second Health 

Assembly on the financial responsibility of the Board (document A2/110, 

page 50)。 He wished his view to be recorded that there might be 

differences of opinion in the interpretation of that resolution^ in 

particular in regard to paragraph (4) dealing with the examination and 

review of the bwdget estimates by the Board from the standpoint of their 

broad financial implications^ It would be necessary for the Board》 at 

its following session^ to interpret that resolution and to act 

accordingly^ those differences of opinion would require to be explored 

at that time
0 

The CHAIRMAN stated that it was hoped to take up discussion of the 

general programme and. budget at a very early stage of the next Board 

session in order to give ample opportunity for discussion on the matter
0 
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It was also hoped that the report of the Standing Committee on 
* 

Administration and Finance would be available early In that session, 

3. FUTURE ACCOMMODATION OF 1H0 HEADQUARTEHS OFFICE» ITEM 9.1 OF THE 
SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA (Document EB4/54) 

The CHAIRMAN, in calling upon Dr. Zozaya, chairman of the working 

party on arrangements for the accommodation of the Headquarters Office, 

to present the working party's report, observed that the report would 

require very careful consideration by the Board. Representatives of the 

Swiss authorities and of the United Nations were present, to participate 

in case of need in the discussion, 

Dr, ZOZAYA, in introducing the report (document EB4/54), stated that 

the working party's task had been to enumerate the main points for 

agreement between the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the 

Director-General of WHO, He read the report paragraph by paragraph and 

noted the following modifications) the addition at the end of clause 

2 (page 3) of the words "except that it may be desirable for WHO'S 

library services to be in another part of the building"j after the 

words "project F" in the third paragraph on page 4, the insertion of the 

urords "or of some other solution on the lines of project В completely 

acceptable to all the parties concerned"; in the third paragraph on 

page 5» the words "including the financing" to be added after "Board". 

He also noted that the representative of the United Nations had not 

been able to accept either the portion of clause 5 (page 3) laying down 

the right of TOO to choose a site for the construction of equivalent 

space in the event of the United Nations denouncing the agreement of 

occupancy, or the portion of clause 7 (page 4) stating that removable 

property such as furniture and equipment purchased from WHO funds should 

remain the property of WHO, 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the con^oaition of the proposed building 

committee would be announced later by the chairman of the working party, 

in the event of the Board's adopting resolution III (page 5). 
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Mro EVANS. Assistant Director, United Nations Office in Geneva, 

stated that the Executive Board had already been informed that, contrary 

to his statement at a previous meeting, the approval of the Secretary-

General of the United Nations had not yet been given to the scheme known 

as Project F and could not therefore be assumed。 Nor could the approval 

of the Secretary-General be assumed to the conditions relating to terms 

of occupancy enumerated on pages 3 and 4 of the working party
1

s report. 

Those conditions were very precisely worded and in some cases were 

rigid in their binding effect。 He had therefore thought it wise to 

cable the text of the conditions to the United Nations Headquarters and 

until a reply had been received it could not be assumed that any or all 

of them would be acceptable to the United Nations <> He hoped that a reply 

to the cable would be sent during the week-end and, if its terms so 

required
5
 that he might be able to communicate it to the Direс tor-Gene ral 

before the close of the Board session
c 

He expressed his gratitude to the chairman of the working party for 

having stated the points on which he had voiced doubts during the 

meeting of the working party
0
 There was one further point he wished tc 

make in connexion with the second part of clause 4
C
 In the event of its 

being decided to construct a new wlng^ the Secretaiy«General of the 

United Nations would expect to approve the plans and the site choseni 

furthermore any structure erected within the United Nations perimeter 

would have to be the property of the United Nations and building 

operations must be under its controlo 

M
c
 MULLER, Swiss Federal Political Department^ considered that the 

resolution before the Board would fully guarantee the accommodating of 

WHO at Geneva under the best possible conditions, and it also fulfilled 

the essential conditions attached to the Swiss Government's offer to 

finance the new construetion
0
 The resolution was thus entirely-

acceptable to the Swiss Government
0
 He thanked the working party for 

the opportunity given him to participate in its work
â 
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Professor de LAET stated that， in the working party, great stress 

had been placed upon the importance of the conditions under which Project 

P would be acceptables acceptance of those conditions in their entirety 

was， in fact， a prerequisite for the approval of Project If that were 

not clearly understood
5
 WHO might find itself engaged in a solution of 

the problem which would eventually become an impasse。 He also, wished it 

to be beyond misunderstanding that the provision in clause 5 laid domi 

that the cost of a site， as well as the cost of equivalent space, would 

be a charge upon the United Nations., 

Dr
Q
 HYDE entirely approved the suggestions of the working party„ 

Although recognizing that it was unnecessary to further stress the 

points made by previous speakers, Professor PARISOT nevertheless felt it 

his duty to emphasize the importance of the decision tc be taken in the 

matter by the Boards and the necessity for safeguarding the interests of 

the Organization by making provision for any possible future 

eventuality
e
 He therefore advocated the acceptance of the conditions 

drami up by the working party, which were the basis for the choice of 

Project F
0 

The CHAIRMAN submitted the draft resolutions (document EB4/$4, pages 

2, Э, 4 and 5)j paragraph by paragraph, for the approval of the Board. 

The first five paragraphs and the numbered clauses 1 and 2 were 

successively adopted。 

The CHAIRMAN, in reply to points raised by Dr， Stampar on clauses 

3 and 4, stated that it was not contemplated that any expansion 

necessitating increased space would take place within the next ten or 

fifteen years^ It ĥ .d̂  however，been considered wise to make provision 

for such a contingency-p 

Dr
e
 NAZIF Bey felt that the provision in clause 4 might bind ТОЮ 

to one particular kind of extension in the event of further space being 

required, and queried the necessity for doing so at the present stage
0 

Mr, SIEGSL pointed cmt that the provisions In clauses 3 and 4 would 
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in no way bind ШЮ to any future course of action for providing new 

structures,, The provisions in those clauses, if accepted, would bind 

the United Nations to act in a certain way should certain eventualities 
j 

materializeс In the event of the provision cf additional facilities 

becoming desirable^ WHO or its Executive Board would have to authorize 

the expenditure for such purposes产 

Dr. STAMPAR agreed that the conditions in clauses 3 and 4 did not 

bind YffiO to enlarge its premises« He had, however； been very much 

impressed by the idea that an accommodation of over 300 rooms might not 

be sufficient to house the Organization。 

Mr
e
 SIEGEL wondered Aether the point would not be met if it were 

thoroughly understood that any additional construction to be undertaken 

by the Organization would be done only after approval by the Health 

Assembly
0
 The necessary funds for such construction would not otherwise 

be available。 A slight modification to clause altering the second 

line to read^ "…觀。to be authorized, should the World Health Assembly 
• - • é 

so desire"*", might clarify the point
Q 

Professor de LAET supported Mr, Siegel*s amendment» He felt that 

the conditions laid down in clauses 3 and 4 were merely precautionary 

measures, the omission cf wliich might lay the Board open to criticism at 

a future date
0 

Professor PARISOT noted that clauses 3 and 4 had the same objective 

and therefore suggested that they should be combined in one paragraph, 

with the insertion of the words "by decision of the Health Assembly at 
* 

any future time
K

, after the word "required" in clause 3* As a 

consequence, the following paragraphs would require to be re-numbered» 

After further discussion, clauses 3 and 4, amended as follows, were 

accepted^ Dr. Stampar reserving his position; 
n

3 . WHO to enjoy a prior option over any organization 
other than the United Nations to any available space in the 
reconstructed Palais des Nations, should such space be 
required at any future time for the expansion- of its services 
or staff as authorized by the Health Assembly, In the event 
of further space not being available in the Palais des Nations 
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TñfHO to be authorized, should' the World Health Assembly so 
desire> to erect a new wing •“ structure," 

Mr. EVANSj explaining his difficulty in regard to clause 5, stated 

thatj according to the present proposal^ certain new accommodation would 

be constructed on the laftd of the United Nations but the United Nations 

would not thereby acquire the site} it would acquire ownership of the 

new construction, but there would be no addition to the land already in 
é 

its possession. It was for that reason that he had suggested to the 

working party that perhaps the United Nations might find unacceptable 

the obligation to provide a site in addition to premises. 

Clauses 5 and 6 were successively adopted. 

Mr, EVANS, speaking of clause 7, stated that, while thé point was 

much less important than the last one he had raised, it had been the 

hope of the United Nations administration at Lake Success that removable 

property, like accommodation, would become the property of the United 

Nations and would be used for the common benefit of both Organizations. 

Clause 7 was adopted, the second paragraph on page 4 being left 

for consideration later in the meeting. 

The CHAIRMAN gave his ruling against a proposal by Dr, Hojer that 

further debate should be adjourned until a reply had been received from 

United Nations headquarters. 

The third and fourth paragraphs on page 4 and resolution II were 

successively adopted. 

Dr. MACKENZIE felt that it might be a means of making negotiation 

between the Direotor-General and the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations more flexible if the Building Committee (resolution III) were 
ê 

authorized to approve those negotiations* He therefore proposed, that the 

words ,'and negotiation of the agreement" should be added after У 

"financing", in the third paragraph of resolution III. 
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To meet a point raised by Professor de Laet, the CHAIRMAN proposed 

that the words "to negotiate and
tf

 should be inserted after ^Director-

General" in the second paragraph on page 4。 

The second paragraph on page 4 and resolution III were adopted^ 

Dr
0
 ZOZAYA thereupon proposed that the Building Committee should 

consist of Professor Parisot， Professor de Laet and Dr, Hojer^ in vie^r 

of the fact that the committee might be called upon to meet at one 

week
J

 s notice
c 

Decisiont The three resolutions in document EB4/54, as amended, 
were adopted, and it was agreed to set up a Building Committee' 
composed of Professor Parisot》 Professor de Laet and Dr。 Hojer

ç 

PROCEDURE FOR APPROVAL OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD»S HEPORT 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that， in view of the fact that the Board had 

approved its draft report at successive stages of its work
5
 the twenty-

four hours
1

 delay between distribution of the report and its 

consideration by the Board necessitated by a previous decision might be 

waived, thus enabling the Board to hold its final meeting at 11 a,m
0
 on 

Tuesday^ 19 July 1949• 

To meet a point raised by Dr
0
 van den BERG (alternate to Professor 

de Laet), he also suggested that the members present at that meeting 

should constitute a quoram。 

Decj^sionj The Chairman
1

 s suggestions were adopted、， 

The meeting rose at 12。4G p
e
m

0 
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1, B?w".FT HiPORT OP ТЬЬ FUUKTh SES3I。:： OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 
(Document EB4/44, Part IV) 

The CHAIRMAN invited observations
J
 item by item, on Part IV of the 

draft report of the- Board (document EB4/44), • 

Decision? There being no observations, the draft report 
was adopted

c 

2. GENERAL PROGRAMüE OF WORK FOR A'SPECIFIC PERIOD:. ITEM 12 OF 
THE AGENDA (Document EB4/51 Add.l) 

The.CHAIRMAN submitted his draft resolution in regard to a general 

programme of work covering a specific period (document EB4/51 Add,l)
t 

•Following the acceptance of a proposal by Dr,Stampar that the date 

in the resolution should be changed from 1 to 15 October 1949, the 

CHAIRMâN streamed the fact that that date would be the absolute time-

limit for the receiving of members
f

 views 'on the subject, if the 

Secretariat wore to be in a position to prepare the relevant document 

for submission to the following session of the Boards 

Decisions The draft resolution in document EB4/51 Add.l^ 
as amended by Dr

e
 Stampar,, was adopted» , 

Dr
e
 HIDE recallecj. that, at a previous meeting, the Director-General 

had made a reference to the resolution adopted by the Second Health 

Assembly on the financial responsibility of the .Board (document.А2/110
л 

page 50) «. H e ， л ; his view to be, recorded that there might be 

differences of opinion in the inte rpre ta ti on-, of that resolution, in 

, , - 、 ' * -

particular in regard to paragi^ph (4) dealing； m th the examination and 

review of the budget estimates Ъх the Board frpm the standpoint of their 

.broad financial inplications
#
 , It wquld be neot¿33Ty for the Board, at 

• ’、 . . . . . . . .：• ： . 

its following sçssir^ Iq interpret tH^t resolution and to act 

accordingly^ those d^fferences of opinio^.would require to be- explored 

at that time» 

The CHATW"" -•' -•'•pd that it was hoped, to take up discussion of the 

general, programme and. budget at a very early stage of the next Board session in order to give ample opportunity for discussion on the matter. 
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It was also hoped that the report of the Standing Cornmittee on 

Administration and Finance would be available early in that session. 

3. FUTURE ACCOMMODATION OF WHO HEilDQUARTEHS OFFICE? ITEM 9,1 OF THE 

SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA (Document EB4/54) 

The CHAIRMAN, in calling upon Dr. Zozaya, chairman of the working 

party on arrangements for the accoiranodaticn of the Headquarters Office, 

to present the working party's report, observed that the report would 

require very careful consideration by the Board, Representatives of the 

Swiss authorities and of the United Nations were present, to participate 

in case of need in the discussion, 

Dr« ZOZAYA, in introducing the report (document EB4/54), stated that 

the working party
1

 s task had been to enumerate the main points for 

agreement between the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the 

Director-General of WHO
#
 He read the teport paragraph by paragraph ard 

noted the following modifications! the addition at the end of clause 

2 (page 3) of the words "except that it may be desirable for WHO'S 

library services to be in another part of the building"; after the 

words "project F
fl

 in the third paragraph on page 4, the insertion of the 

？rords
 11

 or of some other solution on the lines of project В completely 

acceptable to all the parties concerned*
1

; in the third paragraph on 

page 5i the words "including tho financing" to be added after "Board"• 

He also noted that the representative of the United Nations had not 

been able to accept either the portion of clause 5 (page 3) laying down 

the right of ИШО to choose a site for the construction of equivalent 

space in the event of the United Nations denouncing the agreement of 

occupancy, or the portion of clause 7 (page 4) stating that removable 

property such as furniture and equipment purchased from WHO funds should 

remain the property of WHO. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the composition of the proposed building 

committee would be announced later by the chairman cf the working party, 

in the event of the Boards adopting resolution III (page 5)會 
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MTt EVANS, Assistant Director, United Nations Office in Geneva, 

stated that the Executive Board had already been informed that, contrary 

to his statement at a previous meeting, the approval of the Secretary-

General of the United Nations had not yet been given to the scheme known 

as Project F. and could not therefore be assumed» Nor could the approval 

of the Secretary-General be assumed to the conditions relating to terms 

of occupancy enumerated on pages 3 and 4 of the working party
f

 s report» 

Those conditions were very precisely worded and in some cases were 

rigid in their binding effect. He had therefore thought it wise to 

cable the text of the conditions to the United Nations Headquarters and 

until a reply had been received it could not be assumed that any or all 

of them would be acceptable to the United Nations. He hoped that a reply-

to the cable would be sent during the week-end and, if its terms so 

required, that he might be able to communicate it to the DirectoivGeneral 

before the close of the Board session^ 

He expressed his gratitude to the chairman of the working party for 

having stated the points on which he had voiced doubts during the 

meeting of the working party. There was one further point he wished to 

make in connexion with th© second part of clause 4, In the event of its 

being decided to construct à new wing, the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations would expect to approve the plans and the site chosen: 

furthermore any structure erected within the United Nations perimeter 

would have to be the property of the United Nations and building 

operations must be under its control, 

M
#
 MULLER, Swiss Federal Political Department, considered that the 

resolution before the Board would fully guarantee the accommodating of 

WHO at Geneva under the best possible conditions, and it also fulfilled 

the essential conditions attached to the Swiss Governments offer to 

finance the new construction. The resolution was thus entirely 

acceptable to the Swiss CJoverraftent. He thanked the working party for 

the opportunity given him to participate in its work. 
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Professor de LAET stated that, in the working party, great stress 

had been placed upon the importance of the conditions under which Project 

F would be acceptablei acceptance of those conditions in their entirôty 

was, in fact, a prerequisite for the approval of Project F. If that were 

not clearly understood, WHO might find itself engaged in a. solution of 

the problem which vrould eventually become an impasse. He also, wished it 

to be beyond misunderstanding that the provision in clause 5 laid down 

that the cost of a site, as well as the cost of equivalent space, would 

be、 a charge upon the United Nations. 

Dr. HÏDE entirely approved the suggestions of the working party. 

Although recognizing that it was unnecessary to further stress the 

points made by previous speakers, Professor PARISOT nevertheless felt it 

his duty to emphasize the inmortalice of the decision to be taken in the 

matter by the Board, and the necessity for safeguarding the interests of 

the Organization by making provision for any possible future 
ф . . . . ' 

eventuality• He therefore advocated the acceptance of the conditions 

drawn up by the working party, which were the basis for the choice of 

Project F, 

The CHAIRMAN submitted the draft resolutions (document EB4/54, pages 

2, 3» 4 and 5), paragraph by paragraph, for,the approval of the Board, 
. . . - '

 1 

The first five paragraphs and the numbered clauses 1 and 2 were 

successively adopted^ 

The CHAIRMAN, in reply to points raised by Dr. Stanç>ar on clauses 

3 and 4, stated that it was not contemplated that any expansion 

necessitating increased space would take place within the next ten or 

fifteen years. It had, however, been considered wise .to make...provision 

for such a contingency. 

Dr. NAZIF Bey felt that the provision in clause 4 might bind WHO 
I 

to one particular kind of extension in the event of further -space being 

required, and queried the necessity for doing so at the present, stage. 

Mr. SIEGEL pointed out táiat the provisions in clauses 3 and 4 would 
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in no way bind WHO to any future course of action for providing new 

structures» The provisions in those clauses, if accepted, would bind 

the United Nations to act in a certain way should certain eventualities 

materialize. In the event of the provision of additional facilities 

becoming desirable, WHO or its Executive Board would have to authorize 
* 

the e^enditure for such purposes,. 

Dr. STAMPAR agreed that the conditions in clauses 3 and 4 did not 

bind WHO to enlarge its premises. He had, however, been very much 

impressed by the idea that an accommodation of over 300 rooms might not 

be sufficient to house the Organization. 

Mr.- SIEGEL wondered whether the point would not be met if it were 

thoroughly tuiderstood that any additional construction to be undertaken 

by the Organization would be done only after approval by the Health 

Assembly, The necessary funds for such construction would not otherwise 

be available. A slight modification to clause 4, altering the second 
• * * 

line to read, "...WHO to be authorized, should the World Health Assembly 

so desire",", might clarify the pointy . 

, Professor de LAET supported Mr
#
 Siegel

1

s amendment» He felt that 

the conditions laid down in clauses 3 and 4 were merely precautionary 

measures, the omission of which might lay the Board open to criticism at 
é 

a future date. 

Professor PARISOT noted that clauses 3 and 4 had the same objective 

and therefore suggested that they should be combined in one paragraph, 

with the insertion of the words "by decision of the Health Assembly at 

any future time", after the word "required" in^qlause 3« As a 

consequence, the following paragraphs would require to be re-numbered. 

After further discussion, clauses 3 and 4, amended as follows, were 

accepted, Dr, Stampar reserving his position: 
é • . ' 

"3. WHO to enjoy a prior option over any organization 
other than the United Nations to any available space in the 
reconstructed Palais dee Nations,, should such space be 
required at any future time for the expansion* of its services 
or staff as authorized by the Health Assembly.. In the event 
of further space not being available in the Palais des Nations 
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WHO to be authorized, should' the World Health Assembly so 

desire, to erect a new wing . “ structure." 

Mr, EVANS, explaining hi3 difficulty in regard to clause 5,. stated 

that,, according to the present proposal, certain new accommodation would 

be constructed on the land of the United Nations but the United Nations 

would not thereby acquire the site; it would acquire ownership of the 

new construction, but there would be no addition to the land already in 
* 

its possession^ It was for that reason that he had suggested to the 

working party that perhaps the United Nations might find unacceptable 

the obligation to provide a site, in addition to premises. 

Clauses 5 and 6 were successively adopted^ 

Mr, EVANS, speaking of clause 7, stated that, while the point was 

much less important than the last one he had raised, it had been the 

hope of the United Nations administration at Lake Success that removable 

property, like accommodation, would become the property of the United 

Nations and would be used for the common benefit of both Organizations, 

Clause 7 was adopted, the second paragraph on page 4 being left 

for consideration later in the meeting. 

The CHAIRMAN gave his ruling against a proposal by Dr. Hó^jer that 

further debate should be adjourned until a reply had been received from 

United Nations headquarters• 

The third and fourth paragraphs on page 4 and resolution II were 

successively adopted. 

Dr
e
 MACKENZIE felt that it might be a means of making negotiation 

between the Director-General and the Secretary-General.of the United 

Nations more flexible if the Building Committee (resolution III) were 

authorized to approve those negotiations» He therefore proposed that the 

words "and negotiation of. the agreement" should be added after 
* i ‘ 

"financing", in the third paragraph of resolution III. 
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To meet a point raised by Professor de Laet, the CHAIRMAN proposed 

that the words "to negotiate and" should be inserted after "Director-

General" in the second paragraph on page 4, 
Dr.MACmiZIb agreed with the Chairman's proposal. 

The second paragraph on page 4 and resolution III were adopted* 

Dr. ZOZAYA thereupon proposed that the Building Committee should 

consist of Professor Parisot, Professor de Laet and Dr. Hojer^ in view 

of the fact that the committee might be called upon to meet at one 

week's notice• 

Decision， The three resolutions in document EB4/54, as amended, 
were adopted,, and it was agreed to set up a Building Committee' 
composed of Professor Parisot, Professor de Laet and Dr, Hojer, 

4
f
 PROCEDURE FOR APPROVAL OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD丨S 1ÎEP0RT 

The СНА1ШШ suggested that, in view of the fact that the Board had 

approved its draft report at successive stages of its work, the twenty-

four hours
f

 delay between distribution of the report and its 

consideration by the Board necessitated by a previous decision might be 

waived, thus enabling the Board to hold its final meeting at 11 on 

Tuesday, 19 July 1949• 

To meet a point raised by Dr. van den BERG (alternate to Professor 

de Laet), he also suggested that the members present at that meeting 

should constitute a quorum
t 

Decisiom The Chairman
1

s suggestions were adopted. 

The meeting rose at 12,40 


